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Abstract— The task of whole-body motion planning for humanoid robots is challenging due to its high-DOF nature, stability constraints, and the need for obstacle avoidance and movements that are efficient. Over the years, various approaches
have been adopted to solve this problem such as boundingbox models and jacobian-based techniques. More commonly
though, sampling-based algorithms are employed for this task
since they perform admirably well in high-dimensional spaces.
As an alternative, search-based planners offer improvements in
terms of optimality and consistency of the solution. However,
they are normally considered impractical for high-dimensional
motion planning. In this paper, we present a heuristic searchbased motion planning framework for humanoid robots that
circumvents the drawbacks traditionally associated with searchbased planners while catering to the specific requirements of
humanoid motion planning. This is achieved primarily through
a combination of informative yet computationally inexpensive
heuristics, carefully crafted motion primitives as atomic actions,
and a whole body inverse kinematics solver for achieving
desired end effector orientations. The experimental results
show the ability of our framework to perform complex motion
planning tasks quickly and efficiently.

I. INTRODUCTION
With humanoid robots, one of the key challenges is to
compute motion plans in order to perform a wide variety
of tasks. Ideally, these motion plans should satisfy a range
of different performance metrics: (a) the solution should
be computed within a reasonable time frame; (b) the path
should be such that the robot maintains its balance and
also avoids both self-collisions as well as collisions with
the environment; (c) the solution should effectively utilize
both upper and lower sections of the robot body in order to
generate movements that appear natural; (d) there needs to be
some sort of guarantee on the efficiency and optimality of the
solution. An extensive amount of work has been undertaken
in the area of motion planning, both for humanoids and other
robotic manipulation platforms. Early approaches included
modeling the robot as a bounding box, and converting
the generated path into a joint trajectory [1]. Others have
planned local motions through the use of generalized Inverse
Kinemtatics (IK) with task-specific Jacobians to minimize
certain cost functions [2]. In general though, these methods
suffer numerous drawbacks (discussed in the next section).
More recently, sampling-based algorithms, such as RRT
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and its variants, have been widely used for high-DOF and
humanoid motion planning [3] [4] [5]. The reason is that
these algorithms perform well in high dimensional spaces
and offer greatly reduced planning times. However, the
drawbacks are that solutions are inconsistent for similar startgoal configurations due to the inherent randomization, i.e.,
very different motions are likely to be generated for similar
start-goal pairs. Moreover, the generated path often includes
erratic, superfluous motions that mandate a post-processing
step in order to smooth the trajectory. Lastly, the solution
generally does not guarantee optimality, or even bounded
suboptimality. To remedy the latter, some recent variants of
sampling-based algorithms such as RRT* offer asymptotic
optimality [6] [7]. Other recent algorithms that provide cost
minimization include CHOMP (Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization and Motion Planning) [8]. This algorithm generates
an initial, naive trajectory and then improves path quality by
running a modified version of gradient descent on the cost
function.
As an alternative, search-based algorithms such as A* and
its variants are widely popular for finding least cost paths
in many planning problems in robotics. These algorithms
offer strong theoretical guarantees such as completeness and
global solution optimality (or bounded suboptimality) with
respect to the discretization used to construct a graph. But
up until recently, search-based algorithms were considered
impractical for complex motion planning problems, primarily
due to the high dimensionality of the configuration space (Cspace). In recent years, however, work has been undertaken
which involves using search-based algorithms for motion
planning, but it usually involves robotic arms [9] [10] or
mobile manipulation platforms [11]. In this paper, we present
a motion planning framework for humanoid robots that
operates in an even higher dimensional C-space than most
manipulation platforms, yet still gives appreciable results.
This is achieved in the following ways: (a) the use of informative yet computationally inexpensive heurstics to guide
the search; (b) the utilization of carefully constructed and
dynamic motion primitives that allow complex, systematic
motions, which are also small enough to be safely considered
as atomic actions; (c) the use of a whole body IK solver
to achieve desired end effector orientation. Regarding the
algorithm, while it is possible to guarantee optimality using
A*, generating an optimal path is usually expensive. Therefore, we use Weighted A* (WA*) [12] in order to generate
solutions that have provable bounds on suboptimality, and
achieve planning times that are comparable, and sometimes
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even superior to sampling-based algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows: A brief overview of the
existing literature about robotic motion planning is given in
Section II. This is followed by a detailed discussion about the
techniques applied to create a humanoid whole body motion
planning framework using search-based algorithms. The section briefly describes graph construction and the algorithm
and heuristic used before discussing in detail the various
types of motion primitives and whole body IK employed in
the proposed framework. The experimental setup and results
are presented and justified in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A variety of approaches have been employed to generate motion plans for high-DOF robots. Yoshida et al. [1]
computed motion plans for humanoid robots by modeling
the robot as a bounding box and generating a collision-free
path. Once such a path is determined, it is then converted
into a valid locomotion trajectory. However, due to the crude
approximation of the robot model, this approach would not
perform well in an environment populated with obstacles.
Kanoun et al. [2] employed a Jacobian-based technique to
plan local motions. In their work, a general, numerical IK
solver is used with task specific Jacobians in order to obtain
joint velocities that minimized certain task functions. These
task functions correspond to prioritized sub-tasks, which are
part of the overall task. The technique was implemented
successfully on an HRP-2 humanoid robot platform for the
task of reaching a ball located below an obstacle. This
approach, however, is prone to encounter local minima,
especially in situations where there is clutter around the goal
position and when navigation through narrow passageways
is required.
Sampling-based algorithms have been extensively used
for motion planning of humanoids and other types of
high-DOF robots due to the advantages they offer. Several
methods for exploring the configuration space randomly,
and efficiently planning for collision free paths have been
proposed [13] [3] [14]. Kuffner et al. [4] were one of the
first to apply the widely used rapidly-exploring random trees
for humanoid robot motion planning. They introduced the
RRT-Connect algorithm which performs a bi-frontal search
by using trees extended from both the start and goal state.
This was used in conjunction with a new sampling strategy
to help improve planning times and achieve higher success
rates. However, these approaches did not generate motion
plans for constrained motions that are often required for
object manipulation. S. Dalibard et al. [15] dealt with motion
planning problems for humanoid robots using RRT-Connect
algorithm with a few changes in the Connect function to
make it compliant with task constraints. Burget et al. [5]
also catered for task constraints. They used Extended RRT
Connect to incorporate kinematic constraints into the algorithm and hence, allowed for manipulation of articulated
objects. Their framework was tested on a Nao humanoid
for performing a variety of domestic tasks such as grasping

table-top objects, opening drawers and cupboards. As mentioned earlier though, sampling-based algorithms, despite
their advantages, have certain drawbacks such as lack of
consistency, and an absence of suboptimality bounds for the
solution. To mitigate this pitfall, some recent variants of
sampling-based algorithms such as RRT* guarantee asymptotic optimality [6] [7].
Search-based algorithms, on the other hand, provide highly
consistent solutions with strong theoretical guarantees on
global suboptimality bounds. Cohen et al. [9] [10] used
Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) [16] to obtain bounded suboptimal solutions for a variety of motion planning problems,
and tested it on the 7-DOF robotic arm of a Willow Garage
PR-2 robot. This was achieved using an informative heuristic
to guide the search, and small, atomic joint movements to
expand the graph. Aine et al. [11] developed a new variant
of A*, namely multi-heuristic A*, which allows the use of
multiple, inadmissible heuristics without compromising the
theoretical guarantee of bounded suboptimality. The utility
of their approach was shown by their planner’s ability to
generate motion plans for the PR-2 robot to accomplish
various, complex manipulation tasks.
The encouraging results from these works highlight the
fact that search-based algorithms can provide an effective
means for solving high-DOF motion planning problems.
Building upon this notion, the primary motivation behind
our research is to show that the application of search-based
planners can be extended to perform whole body motion
planning for humanoid robots by optimizing the graph search
using the proposed techniques discussed in the subsequent
sections.
III. WHOLE BODY MOTION PLANNING
Our approach is somewhat similar to the aforementioned
search-based planners as we use another variant of A*,
namely WA*. However, we aim to provide a framework
that enables these algorithms to be used for the whole
body motion planning of humanoid robots by overcoming
additional challenges such as stability, and an even higher
dimensional C-space. The following sub-sections describe
the various aspects of our framework.
A. Graph Construction
The basic idea behind using search-based planners is to
formulate the motion planning problem as a graph search so
that algorithms, such as WA*, can then be used to generate
least-cost paths from start to goal. In general, these graphs
are defined as a collection of vertices and edges [17]. In
the context of motion planning, a specific joint configuration
is a vertex, whereas edges denote feasible transitions from
one state to the other, and will be referred to as motion
primitives throughout this paper. Therefore, we can use the
notation G = {S, E} to denote the constructed graph,
where S is a set of unique states and E is a collection of
edges. So essentially, search-based motion planning involves
discretizing the configuration space into a set of states that
can transition between one another through small, atomic
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movements. It should be noted that this graph is constructed
dynamically as the algorithm is running, because for an N DOF manipulator, a pre-computed set of states covering the
entire C-space at even a moderately fine resolution would
result in an impractically large N -dimensional grid.
In general, the C-space Swhole consists of all possible discretized permutations of the positional values of
the N joints which constitute the planning domain (i.e.,
we have an N -DOF planning problem). For a humanoid
robot, these N joints would likely belong to the arm(s)
and legs. It follows that a graph state s ∈ Swhole is described by s = {θ1 , θ2 , ..., θN −1 , θN }. A transition between
states, i.e., a motion primitive, consists of a small offset
in one more joint values and can be denoted by mp =
{∆θ1 , ∆θ2 , ..., ∆θN −1 , ∆θN }. Hence, after the application
of a motion primitive on state s, a new state snew is
generated such that snew = {θ1 + ∆θ1 , θ2 + ∆θ2 , ..., θN −1 +
∆θN −1 , θN +∆θN }. If we let Svalid denote the subset of the
C-space that contains only valid states, i.e., Svalid ⊂ Swhole ,
then any newly generated state snew ∈ Svalid only if snew
satisfies three basic criteria:
• There must not be a self-collision, or a collision with
the environment.
• The robot’s joint limits must be respected.
• The new state must be stable. We use the simplification
of static stability since it is a valid approximation for
slow motions. It is determined by calculating whether
the projection of the robot’s Center of Mass (CoM) on
the ground plane lies within the support polygon.
Also, for the sake of simplicity, we enforce that the robot
maintain double support, and that the foot position remain
constant throughout the motion plan. This is ensured by
applying an additional feasibility criterion on all new states
generated through leg joint movements [5]: forward kinematics (FK) is applied on the right leg to determine the hip
transform rf oot Thip . Now, given that we know the required
left foot transform relative to the right foot rf oot Tlf oot , the
transform for the left foot relative to the hip, hip Tlf oot can
be determined. IK is then used on a kinematic chain running
from the hip to the left foot to find the desired left leg
joint values. Therefore, a state snew generated through leg
movement is only a member of Svalid if a valid IK solution
exists for the left leg. As such, this technique entails that only
one leg needs to be part of the planning domain whereas the
other will be adapted accordingly. The reason we proceed
from right to left is that in our framework, the right foot
serves as the global reference for all other frames, however,
this choice is arbitrary since the robot is in double support
mode.
B. Graph Search
Our proposed framework dynamically constructs a graph
consisting of discretized joint states and then searches it
for a low cost solution using a graph search algorithm.
Weighted A* algorithm [12] is employed for this purpose
which requires a consistent and admissible heuristic h(s).
For any state s, the cost function f(s) is defined as f(s) =

g(s) + h(s), where g(s) is the cost of reaching state s from
start state sstart . g(s) is based on the the actual edge costs
in the graph while the heuristic guides the algorithm towards
the shortest path. The search is made greedy by tuning the
weight  associated with the heuristic. Furthermore,  also
serves as the suboptimality bound for the solution.
C. Heuristic
In order to plan least-cost paths from start to goal in a
high dimensional space within a reasonable time frame, the
search-based algorithm is heavily dependent on an informative heuristic that is both consistent and admissible.
Similar to previous works [9] [10], we use 3D Dijkstra’s
search to determine the heuristic cost since it allows the end
effector to circumvent obstacles present in the environment.
3D Dijkstra’s search or Breadth First Search (BFS 3D)
models the end effector as a floating hand that is effectively
detached from the body and hence, freely movable in space.
A 3D grid (sometimes referred to as an occupancy grid) is
constructed wherein the reachable workspace of the robot
is discretized into small cubes called voxels. This occupancy
grid is then populated with environment obstacles by tagging
those voxels which correspond to obstacle locations. These
obstacles are subsequently inflated by the approximate radius
of the gripper to take into account the size of the end effector.
Thereafter, the goal voxel which corresponds to the goal
position is set, and 3D Dijkstra’s search is run on the entire
grid to determine the goal distance from each voxel. Voxels
that are occupied by obstacles are arbitarily assigned very
high distance values. These voxel distances then effectively
serve as the heuristic cost in the following way: every
point PW = {x, y, z}world in the robot’s workspace can
be mapped onto a corresponding set of grid coordinates
PG = {x, y, z}grid using a simple discretization function.
The voxel distance associated with these grid coordinates
is optionally multiplied by an appropriate scaling factor
and used as a heuristic cost for the corresponding cartesian
coordinates PW = {x, y, z}world . It should be noted that
Dijkstra’s search is only required to be performed once at
the start of planning; thereafter, the entire occupancy grid is
populated with voxel distances and the heuristic cost for any
state can then be obtained using a simple lookup function.
D. Motion Primitives
Generally, motion primitives are either defined in joint
space or in task space. The former allow small, incremental
changes to one or more joint values whereas the latter entail
small changes in the end effector position in cartesian space.
In order to provide better coverage of the workspace and
circumvent some of the kinematic limitations of the robot,
our framework uses a combination of both. We essentially
use three different types of motion primitives:
1) Scalable Primitives: In previous works that involved arm
planning using search-based algorithms, it has been shown
that performance improvements can be gained by carefully
varying the dimensionality of motion primitives and the joint
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offsets they impart [18] [10]. For humanoids however, the
choice of joints to conditionally exclude from the application of motion primitives is rather non-intuitive, given the
complex joint structure involving arms and legs, as well as
stability and double support constraints. Furthermore, if the
robot’s arms are low DOF, limiting motion primitive dimensionality will restrict the planner’s reachability. Regarding
the magnitude of the joint offset, the choice of this value
generally involves a trade-off: a smaller offset increases the
resolution of movement and reduces discretization artifacts,
but it also means that a greater number of graph state
expansions will be required to compute a motion plan, i.e.,
planning time increases. On the other hand, a larger offset
will afford more movement with each primitive, thereby
reducing the number of graph states needed to traverse from
start to goal, but it also compromises the planner’s ability
to maneuver finely around obstacles and plan paths through
cluttered environments. From this, it follows that resorting
to finer motion primitives purely on the basis of distance
to the goal may negatively affect planner performance in
cases where the need to perform delicate movements arises
farther from the goal (e.g. if there is clutter near the starting
position).
Our solution is to diversify the criteria for choosing the
magnitude of joint offset imparted by a motion primitive.
We specify the minimum and maximum possible values that
the resolution can take. Letting these values be ∆θmin and
∆θmax , respectively, the planning framework enforces that
∆θmax be an integer multiple of ∆θmin in order to improve
graph connectivity in regions with varying joint offsets. The
optimal offset ∆θopt that lies in the interval [∆θmin , ∆θmax ]
is then determined based on two criteria:
• Proximity to goal: Let the distance of the end effector from
the goal (as given by the 3D Dijkstra’s search heuristic)
be dgoal , let dlimit be a suitable proximity threshold, and
let wgoal be the factor affecting ∆θopt depending on the
end effector’s proximity to the goal position. Then, wgoal
is a simple unit step function as follows:
(
0 if dgoal ≤ dlimit
wgoal =
1 otherwise
•

Frequency of state rejection: If, out of the N previously
generated states, n states were rejected due to collisions
or instability, then the factor wrej affecting ∆θopt due
to frequency of state rejection is a piecewise constant
function with no more than three levels (this is recommended to curtail graph disconnectivity). As such, two
suitable thresholds L1 and L2 in the interval (0, 1) govern
the length of the piecewise intervals, whereas a value λ,
also in the interval (0, 1), determines the magnitude of the
middle level. These parameters are used to compute wrej
as follows:

n

 0 for L2 < N ≤ 1
n
wrej = λ for L1 < N
≤ L2


n
1 for 0 ≤ N ≤ L1

Fig. 1. A visualization of the dynamic primitive which makes the robot
sit or stand. A large value of ∆z was used for this simulation in order to
clearly highlight the resulting motion.

Using wgoal and wrej , the optimal motion primitive joint
offset ∆θopt can be calculated as follows:
∆θopt = ∆θmin + [min(wgoal , wrej ) × (∆θmax − ∆θmin )]
Intuitively, if the Dijkstra’s distance to the goal (as given
by the heuristic) is short enough, the joint offset should be
small in order to reach the goal position accurately and avoid
overshooting. Similarly, if a significant proportion of recently
generated states were rejected due to collisions or instability,
then the offset should reduce because it means that the
planner is trying to maneuver the robot around an obstacle or
a region of instability, and therefore requires finer motions.
The aforementioned method for determining ∆θopt caters to
both conditions by taking the minimum of wgoal and wrej .
If, however, both conditions are false, the joint offset should
be allowed to increase to its maximum value. In our experiments, scalable primitives yielded significant performance
improvements over fixed resolution primitives in terms of
planning time and number of graph state expansions, without
compromising on the planner’s ability to compute motion
plans in challenging environments. Also, it should be noted
that the function parameters are not necessarily task-specific,
i.e., the same set of parameters can yield performance gains
across a variety of environment settings and tasks given that
they are diligently chosen.
2) Dynamic Primitives: Many of the motions that humanoid
robots are expected to perform involve highly coordinated
joint movements. Two such tasks are standing up and sitting
down; both require a systematic and simultaneous adjustment
of the hip, knee and ankle joints in order to execute. Since
it is impractical to expect these movements to occur through
simple motion primitives that simply impart an offset to one
or more joints, our framework employs a special type of
primitive to accomplish them. Essentially, if the current pose
of the end effector in terms of cartesian coordinates and roll,
pitch, yaw angles is (x, y, z, α, β, γ), then a numerical whole
body IK solver is given the target pose (x, y, z±∆z, α, β, γ)
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position, the robot’s arm is often quite far outstretched,
i.e., close to a singularity, thereby making an arm-only IK
solution unlikely. This is especially true for goal poses close
to the ground. To resolve this problem, a whole body IK
solver is used. Hence, when state s is expanded such that
the end effector is within a preset distance dthreshold to the
goal, whole body IK is applied with the goal pose as the
target for the end effector, and another fixed pose as the
target for the non-planning leg in order to maintain constant
foot position. The IK solution, if one exists, is denoted by
sgoal if it is reachable from the current state through linear
interpolation.
– Improving IK solution reachability:

Fig. 2. The above image shows four of the nearest neighbors obtained by
querying an arbitrary pose. It is worth noting that the end effector pose is
similar, yet the overall joint configuration varies greatly. This lends variation
to the IK solutions obtained by using these configurations as seed states.

for the end effector, and another fixed pose as the target for
the non-planning leg which is needed to maintain constant
foot position. Additionally, the planning arm joints are fixed
at their current position. This forces the IK solver to adjust
the leg joints to reach the desired pose and, as a result, the
robot rises or sits (depending on whether ∆z was positive or
negative). Moreover, the joint configuration corresponding to
the original end effector pose is given as a seed state to the IK
solver in order to ensure that the resulting joint configuration
is similar and hence, the atomicity of the motion primitive
is preserved. We call these dynamic primitives because the
joint offsets that they impart are computed at runtime, and
vary from state to state. Figure 1 illustrates the movement
resulting from this type of primitive.
3) Adaptive Primitives: An inherent shortcoming in using
search-based planners for high-DOF motion planning is the
difficulty encountered in reaching end effector goal orientation. While 3D Dijkstra’s search is an effective heuristic, it
only considers the goal position. Furthermore, it has been
observed that rotational heuristics that attempt to direct the
graph search towards goal orientations generally perform
poorly. Adaptive primitives, however, provide an effective
solution to this problem [10]. Essentially, the graph search is
allowed to proceed in a manner that minimizes the distance
to the goal position only. However, once the graph search
reaches state s where the end effector is sufficiently close to
the goal, IK is applied to obtain a joint configuration sgoal
where both goal position and orientation are satisfied. If the
interpolation between s and sgoal yields a valid, collisionfree path, then sgoal is generated as a successor and the
planning completes successfully once sgoal is expanded.
A similar methodology is employed in our framework.
However, for a majority of challenging tasks, it is inadequate
to apply IK on the arm only. The reason is that because
the heuristic only guides the end effector towards the goal

A common issue with adaptive primitives is that the
interpolated path between s and sgoal may be in collision;
this is particularly likely in tasks where there is clutter
around the goal position. When planning for robotic arms or
wheeled manipulation platforms, a simple remedy is to reattempt IK using a different, randomly generated seed state.
For a humanoid robot however, only a very small subset
Svalid of the entire C-space Swhole satisfies the validity
criteria laid down in preceding sections, and within Svalid ,
the goal pose is only reachable for an even smaller subset
of states. To work around this problem, our framework first
uses the current state s as a seed for the IK problem, but
if the resulting path is invalid, it re-attempts IK using other,
promising states. The way these states are chosen is that we
maintain a pre-computed database of states Sdatabase such
that for all s ∈ Sdatabase , the following conditions hold true:
• State s is not in self-collision.
• All values in s respect the robot’s joint limits.
• s satisfies the constant foot position criterion. It follows
that s also satisfies the double support constraint.
In order to compute the database, a software routine iterates
over all permutations of the joint values in the planning
domain at an appropriate resolution, and applies IK on the
non-planning leg for maintaining constant foot position. If an
IK solution is found, and the resulting state satisfies the other
aforementioned criteria for validity, then the end effector
pose for this state, as described by cartesian coordinates
and Euler angles (x, y, z, α, β, γ), is stored in the database
alongside the corresponding joint configuration. Even though
this is a computationally expensive and time consuming
process, it only needs to be performed once, and is applicable
to all tasks and environments. In order to obtain promising
seed states from this database, we give the goal pose as
described by its cartesian coordinates and Euler angles as a
query to find the n nearest neighbors to the goal pose from
this database and retrieve their corresponding joint states,
i.e., the query q = (xgoal , ygoal , zgoal , αgoal , βgoal , γgoal )
returns a set of states Sneighbors with n states whose end
effector poses are close to the goal pose, i.e., Sneighbors =
{s1 , s2 , ..., sn }. The states in Sneighbors are then used as
seed states for the IK solver, starting with the nearest
neighbor first. This technique provides a systematic method
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for reliably obtaining multiple, varied IK solutions, thereby
increasing the likelihood of finding a collision-free path
from the current state to sgoal . Figure 2 illustrates some of
the nearest neighbors obtained for a particular query pose.
In order to search the database for nearest neighbors, we
employ the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors
(FLANN) [19], which is capable of accurately solving high
dimensional nearest neighbor queries at a remarkable speed.
In our implementation, Sdatabase consisted of over 677,000
configurations, yet the time required to retrieve the 20 nearest
neighbors was generally less than 1 milisecond. This method
of obtaining seed states from databases was previously used
to reliably obtain 6D IK solutions for a 5-DOF robotic
arm [20].
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
There are two parts of our motion planning framework: the
planner and the environment. The planner, which includes
the core algorithm, is implemented using the Search Based
Planning Library (SBPL) [21]. The environment on the other
hand, is implemented using the MoveIt! framework, and
includes forward kinematics and robot state and obstacle
modeling. Additionally, collision checking is carried out in
MoveIt! using the Fast Collision Library (FCL) [22] which
uses mesh models of the robot’s links as described in the
Universal Robot Description File (URDF). The collective
framework which consists of both planner and environment
is made to run on the ROS platform [23].
We tested our framework on a Nao humanoid robot whose
joint structure is illustrated in Figure 3. This robot has a
height of 58cm from the ground, and its DOFs are as follows:
2 in the neck, 5 in each arm (excluding the joint which opens
and closes the gripper), 6 in each leg (this includes one mimic
joint, namely the HipYawPitch joint as shown in Figure 3
which is common to both legs and cannot be independently
set). In our implementation, the planning domain consists of
10 joints: five belonging to the right arm and the remaining
five to the right leg. In order to maintain constant foot
position, the five joints of the left leg (excluding the mimic
joint LHipYawPitch) are adapted according to the right leg
using IK as described earlier.
For whole body IK, we employ the Kinematics and
Dynamics Library (KDL) [24] since it offers a robust and
highly configurable interface for determining IK solutions to
kinematic trees. For applying adaptive primitives, a 5D IK
solution is obtained with the grasp axis of the end effector
as the free axis. Concerning scalable motion primitives,
the minimum possible offset ∆θmin was equal to 0.03rad
whereas ∆θmax was set to 0.06rad. The other parameters,
namely L1 , L2 and λ were set to 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively.
Concerning the 3D Dijkstra’s search heuristic, we use an
occupancy grid with a resolution (voxel length) of 2mm,
and model the end effector using a sphere of radius 3cm
and 5.5cm for a closed hand and an open hand, respectively.
The heuristic cost was inflated by a factor  = 5 which also
serves as the sub-optimality bound for the planned paths.

Fig. 3.
An illustration showing the joint structure of the Nao humanoid robot. The joints labeled in orange constitute the 10-DOF planning
domain, whereas the 5 labeled in blue show the left leg joints which
are adapted according to the right leg in order to maintain constant
foot position using IK. All other joints labeled in black are maintained
at fixed positions during planning. Source: http://doc.aldebaran.com/21/family/nao dcm/actuator sensor names.html

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Setup and Results
In order to highlight the flexibility and effectiveness of
our framework, we computed motion plans for four different
tasks:
1) Slit task: For this task, the robot is grasping a small
cylindrical object which it needs to drop inside a cup. The
arm is initially raised above the robot’s head, and the path
between start and goal is blocked by a sideways wall with
a narrow slit cut into it. In order to reach the cup, the robot
needs to navigate its arm through the slit which is only about
1cm wider than the widest portion of the wrist.
2) Table task: A table is positioned close to the robot and
the arm is initially just above the table top. The goal is to
maneuver the arm between the table and the robot’s body in
order to reach a point below the table.
3) Shelf task: This is a two part planning problem. In the first
part, the robot starts with its arms hanging sideways, and is
required to reach a cylindrical object located in the top shelf
with its hand opened. The hand subsequently closes to grasp
the object and the first part completes successfully. In the
second part, the robot is required to place the cylindrical
object in the lower shelf. It should be noted that both the
object pick and place points have obstacles placed nearby
which makes the task further challenging.
4) Hole task: In this task, the robot is initially in a sitting
position with its arms hanging sideways. A wall facing the
robot is placed less than 10cm in front of the robot’s feet
and the goal is to reach a point that lies 6cm behind the wall.
In order to reach this location, the robot must stand up and
maneuver its arm through a 9cm × 9cm hole in the wall.
In all experiments, the goal pose was defined for the right
arm and therefore, the left arm was fixed to a sideways
configuration. In order to gauge the performance of our planning framework against existing approaches, we repeated the
tasks with the same state validity checks, obstacles and start-
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RRT-Connect

Weighted A*

Task

Planning
time
± std.
[s]

Smoothing
time
± std.
[s]

Total
time ±
std. [s]

Num.
of
nodes
± std.

Path
length
± std.
[rad]

Planning
time
[s]

Smoothing
time
[s]

Total
time
[s]

Num. of
expansions

Path
length
[rad]

Hole
Slit
Table
Shelf

22.06±8.72
1.44±0.69
5.0±2.11
28.25±7.32

12.75±4.73
7.25±1.35
6.99±4.57
16.29±2.79

34.81±10.22
8.69±1.86
12.0±6.29
44.54±8.73

1719±602
226±92
586±238
2071±394

25.01±1.6
16.87±1.51
18.01±4.02
40.34±1.79

5.25
8.85
11.13
6.13

6.91
8.19
20.25
12.09

12.16
17.04
31.38
18.22

39
75
140
64

8.37
11.17
10.53
20.28

TABLE I: Experiment Results: RRT-Connect vs. Weighted A*

goal configurations using a sampling-based planner which
employs RRT-Connect [5]. To perform a fair comparison of
planning times, the joint configuration at the goal, as given by
our search-based framework, was fed to the sampling-based
planner. Furthermore, the set of valid joint configurations
Srandom from which RRT-Connect randomly chooses samples consisted of 439 valid configurations. Moreover, due to
the inherent variation in results obtained through samplingbased algorithms, each task was performed 20 times, and the
mean times along with the standard deviations of each set
were recorded. For the solutions generated by both planners,
path smoothing was applied as a post-processing step in
order to remove discretization artifacts. Table 1 shows a
comparison of the results obtained for each task performed
with both types of planners, whereas figure 4 shows the
execution of the motion plans for each task on a Nao robot.
All results were obtained from a laptop computer powered
by an Intel Corei3 4010U CPU and 4GB memory.
B. Discussion
As discussed earlier, the metrics used to assess the performance of a motion planner include planning time, solution
optimality and consistency. Regarding the latter, search-based
algorithms guarantee the same solution for a given planning
problem and are therefore highly consistent. In contrast,
sampling-based algorithms involve inherent randomization
which leads to inconsistent solutions, as apparent in the
standard deviations in the reported results. In terms of
solution optimality, because search-based algorithms proceed
systematically while trying to minimize costs, the generated
paths are naturally more efficient than those generated by
sampling-based algorithms. This is evident by the fact that
the path length of the solutions obtained through WA*
were significantly lower than those obtained through RRTConnect. This complements the theoretical guarantee of suboptimality offered by WA*.
Concerning planning times, it is generally believed that
sampling-based algorithms yield shorter planning times for
high-DOF planning problems. In our experiments, this was
true for the table and slit tasks. In the table task, the searchbased approach encounters a local minima as the robot bends
backwards and reaches the edge of stability. In general, stability constraints are a major limiting factor for motion plan-

Fig. 4.
tasks.

Images of the execution of whole body motion plans for different

ning of humanoid robots, and we see this as an area that can
be improved upon in the future. In the slit task, RRT-Connect
performs surprisingly well given the narrow slit which had to
be navigated through. Upon inspection, it was observed that
the random pool of configurations we provide to the RRTConnect algorithm happened to be densely populated in the
region close to the slit, thereby increasing the probability
of the algorithm being able to quickly find a path through
the slit. By contrast, RRT-Connect performed poorly for the
hole task and only succeeded in generating a solution in 15
out of 20 trials. Even when it did find a path, the planning
time was significantly larger than that required by WA*. This
can be explained by the fact that successful planning for
this task requires that RRT-Connect sample a point close to
where the hole lies. It follows that the probability of sampling
such a point is quite small given the random nature of the
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sampling process. In general, probabilistic approaches for
motion planning are known to deteriorate in performance in
the presence of narrow passageways. A similar phenomenon
is observed for the shelf task. In particular, RRT-Connect
took considerable time in finding a path to reach and grasp
the object on the top shelf. The presence of other obstacles
in the immediate vicinity of the grasp object, and the larger
volume swept by an open hand increased the likelihood of
collisions, and consequently, the end effector had to adopt a
specific approach path in order to generate a collision free
motion plan.
Moreover, it should be noted that while path smoothing is
practically essential for solutions obtained through samplingbased planners, the paths generated by search-based planners
can suffice on their own due to the systematic generation of
successors through small motion primitives. The results in
Table 1 show that path smoothing takes considerable time;
this is largely due to the fact that collision-checking has been
implemented using mesh models. As a possible optimization,
collision checking could be implemented by modeling the
robot as a collection of spheres, thus reducing the number
of calculations required1 . Lastly, while 3D Dijkstra’s search
heuristic generally performs well, it sometimes misleads the
planner to local minima arising due to stability constraints or
self-collisions. This is because the heuristic models a floating
end effector, disregarding its attachment to the robot’s body.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an approach to whole body
motion planning using search-based planners. The graph
is constructed dynamically using three types of motion
primitives and each generated state is checked for validity
against a set criteria. Weighted A* algorithm is used to
find a bounded suboptimal path, guided by a 3D Dijkstra’s
search heuristic. Furthermore, the left leg is adapted to
maintain constant foot position using IK. Once a feasible
path is found to a point close to the goal, whole body IK
is used to achieve the desired end effector orientation. The
experimental results show that our planner can successfully
generate solutions to whole-body motion planning problems
in various, challenging environments. Each experiment was
performed both in simulation, as well as on a physical Nao
robot.
In future work, we aim to incorporate foot movements as
opposed to static foot position in order to enhance reachability and stability. In addition, we intend to define multiple
heuristics under the multi-heuristic A* framework [11] in
order to further improve planner performance in terms of
avoiding local minima, and performing complex tasks that
involve manipulation of articulated objects.
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1 This technique has been used to create a fast collision checker for the
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